EPOTEC

THE Proven Pool Coating

Recent DIY projects
We receive many justified questions from potential
customers, who consider resurfacing of their old pools by
themselves. Swimming pools are not often recoated and
there is very limited information available out there for pool
owners, to feel confident about such procedures. In reality,
the DIY approach to such restoration has become more
popular. Repair materials are getting much easier to install

David and Vivienne painted their waterfront
Pebblecrete pool in the Gold Coast with
EPOTEC Slater Grey with spectacular result.
(12/17)

and tools to prepare pools are widely available in hardware
shops. All it needs is your time and attention to the details,
motivation from your family and our help. EPOTEC has been
applied by hundreds of Australians every year. We have lots of
great renovation stories about rejuvenated old pools, being
upgraded with EPOTEC. Thousands of dollars saved. We have
a very long and successful history in Australia and lots of happy
Customers.

Old fiberglass pool in Gold Coast was
rejuvenated for many swimming seasons by
owner Clifford. (10/17)

Slate Grey

Bondi (Mid Blue)

Tom from Sydney had old and neglected
“hazard”. He and his family put a lot of
effort into the total restoration of their
backyard and now this is a stunning feature
and not just a pool. (11/17)
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New life for an old fiberglass lined pool in
South Australia. Danny wanted his pool to
look more natural and used Pale Jade (12/17)
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“I just wanted to let you know I was very impressed with the quality of your pool paint. I have a fair amount of experience using various epoxy
finishes, which are not usually what you could term “user friendly.” Frankly, I was dreading this job. However, I found your product to be far
easier to use than I had expected. It was easy to work, had a good pot life when mixed, and was surprisingly solvent-free. Moreover, it did
exactly what the instructions said it would with respect to coverage. We are extremely pleased with the end result; our very tatty, discoloured,
20 year old pool was actually mistaken for a newly-built one by the builder who has just moved in next door (he wanted to know who did it
and how much did it cost!). Besides the good looks, we have found it much easier to maintain the pool chemistry and I suspect our chemicals
bill is a bit lower now; before we painted, the pH kept going off but now its completely stable. Finally I would like to thank you for your technical
support with this job and to say that I would have no hesitation in recommending this product to other pool owners” (Sarah)

Another Sydney Pool has been restored by
the owner. No matter big or small, pools
look great with EPOTEC!! (11/17) David

Neville from QLD
had a not very old
pool lined with
quartzon. Applied
EPOTEC Dark Blue
and enjoyed cool
water in the hot
tropical weather.
(09/17)
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Tasman
Rebecca from Sydney had all family involved in this job to be able to have the pool ready for long holidays. This concrete
pool had old paint on it. The paint was flaking off, had calcium stains on it and looked very discouraging to start with. Even
colour selection was not easy as everyone in her family had a say on it. But in the end the winner was the sparkling new
pool for friends and family to enjoy.. (12/17)
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Beautifully tiled features well
accommodated with EPOTEC Mid Blue in
Sydney (11/17) Ross

Lovely cool oasis in Brisbane. (12/17)
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It is not blue?, but yes it is. Water
makes all shades. Kids enjoy it for
sure (11/17) Jeremy - Sydney

Bondi (Mid Blue)

EPOTEC, THE Proven Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen, Pebblecrete
or Concrete. EPOTEC will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We work with
you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available. See our web
site for helpful information and more images of EPOTEC in action www.pool paint.com.au
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